Abstract
Introduction
Model counting is an important problem in artificial intelligence. Moreover, it is used in many areas of information science, such as planning [1] , microprocessor verification [2] , and probabilistic reasoning [3, 4] .
Model counting arose from the satisfiability(SAT) problem [5, 6] . Some methods solving the SAT problem could be used to deal with model counting also. So far, most exact approaches for model counting are based on DPLL [7] . Otherwise, extension rule [8, 9] is also a method could be used to count models.
Methods based on DPLL may consume long time when clause number is large. Methods directly using extension rule are only appropriate for clause sets which clause length is long and clause number is small. Improving the efficiency of model counting with a big clause number is a current mission many scholars focus on.
Our previous study shows that a SAT problem can be translated into a hitting set problem [10] . That is to say, we could solve the SAT problem with hitting set algorithms. Methods based on hitting set also could be used to count models, just like methods based on DPLL and extension rule. First, calculate hitting sets of a clause set with a hitting set algorithm. Then count models with extension rule. The number of hitting sets wouldn't be big when clause number is big. So, method based on hitting set is more appropriate for big clause number than methods based on DPLL and extension rule.
Algorithm BHS [11] proposed by Jiang is an efficient algorithm based on Boolean algebra computing minimal hitting set of a conflict set. For the using of Boolean formulas, the data structure is simple and easy to compute. Therefore, we decide to calculate hitting sets with Boolean algebra. In this paper, we proposed a algorithm MCBE(model counting with Boolean algebra and extension rule) for model counting. The algorithm MCBE first computes all the hitting sets of a clause set with Boolean algebra, then obtains the number of models by extending these hitting sets with extension rule. At the end of this paper, test results have been given to show the efficiency of algorithm MCBE.
The Bijection from the Model Set to Maximum Term Set
Extension rule could be used to count models. It is proposed by Lin in [8] . With the extension rule, a SAT problem can be translated into a hitting set problem.
DEFINITION 1[8]:
Given a clause C and a set M, C' = {C a, C ∨ ∨﹁a | "a" is an atom, a M, ∈ and "a" does not appear in C}. We call the operation proceeding from C to C' the extension rule on C. We call C' the result of the extension rule.
Methods based on extension rule judge the satisfiability of a clause set by numbering the maximum terms. THEOREM 1 [8] : Given a clause set S with its atom set M (|M|=m), if the clauses in S are all maximum terms on M, then S is unsatisfiable iff it contains 2 m clauses. The number of maximum terms K extended from S could be calculated with the formula:
where
In formula 1, P i is the maximum term set getting from the clause C i by using the extension rule. If there are many pairs of clauses containing complementary literals, that is to say, there are many 0 in formula 1, the method based on extension rule for SAT problem would be efficient.
If there are two clauses, one contains literal A and the other contains ﹁A. It can be concluded from definition 1 that maximum terms extended from the clause contain A will not contain ﹁A. Like that, maximum terms come from clause contain ﹁A will not contain A. Thus, the intersection of two maximum term sets come from the two clauses is empty. Just as the term in formula 1 which value is zero. Then we can conclude the next theorem:
THEOREM 2: A clause set S is satisfiable iff we can construct a maximum term C M , and C M contains at least one complementary literal for each clause in S.
Proof: Let S be a satisfiable set of clauses. According to theorem 1, it is easy to know that there is a maximum term which can't be extended from S. There is no harm to call the term C M . If there is a clause C in S containing no complementary literals for C M , each literal in C M but not appears in C can be extended from C according to definition 1. It conflicts with the conclusion that C M can't be extended from S. So, C M contains one complementary literal for each clause in S at least.
If there is a maximum term C M , C M contains one complementary literal for each clause in S at least. It's easy to know that C M can't be extended from any clause in S. That is to say, C M can't be extended from S. So, according to theorem 1, S is satisfiable.
If there is a maximum term C M , and C M contains one complementary literal for each clause in S at least. We can build another maximum term C M '. C M ' is composed with complementary literal of each literal in C M . Because C M and each clause in S contain complementary literals, C M ' and each clause in S contain at least one same literal. Therefore, we can draw the next corollary.
DEFINITION 2[12]:
A hitting set for clause set S is a set
for each S C ∈ . COROLLARY 1: A set of clauses S is satisfiable iff there is a hitting set S hitting of S and S hitting doesn't contain complementary literals.
Proof: If clause set S is satisfiable, there must be a maximum term C M and C M contains complementary literal for each clause in S. Then we can construct a maximum term C M ' composing with complementary literal of each literal in C M . Since each clause in S has one pair of complementary literals with C M at least, and C M ' has the same pair of complementary literals with C M . Each clause in S has one same literal with C M ' at least. That is to say, C M ' is a hitting set of the clause set S. Because C M ' is a maximum term, it doesn't contain any pair of complementary literals.
If a clause set S has a hitting set S hitting and S hitting doesn't contain complementary literals, we can construct a clause C with each literal in S hitting . Then C is extended to a maximum term C M '. Obviously, C M ' has not less than one same literal with each clause in S. From C M ', we can get a new maximum term C M composing with complementary literal of each literal in C M '. So, C M and each clause in S contain one pair of complementary literals at least. According to theorem 2, S is satisfiable. Now, how to judge the satisfiability of a clause set S is conversed to whether there exists a hitting set without pair of complementary literals.
Then, we could count models with a set of hitting sets of S by extending each hitting set to models. Because there is a bijection from the model set of S to the maximum term set extended from the set of hitting sets.
THEOREM 3: There is a bijection from the model set of a clause set to the maximum term set extended from the set of hitting sets.
Proof: Each maximum term extended from a hitting set is a hitting set too. We can build a truth assignment to it. Each literal in the maximum term is assigned by the value "true". Therefore, the assignment satisfies every clause in the clause set. That is to say, the assignment is a model.
If there is a model, we can build a maximum term with respect to it. Each atom appears in the form of positive literal if its truth value is true, or in the form of negative literal if its truth value is false. Because the model satisfies every clause, there is a literal at least in the clause which truth value is true. That is to say, the same atom in the clause has the same form with the atom in the maximum term.
As a conclusion, it's a bijection from the model set of a clause set to the maximum term set extended from the set of hitting sets.
Therefore, the number of models could be calculated with the extension rule after all hitting sets are obtained in the process of computing the clause set's satifiability.
Algorithm MCBE
Algorithm BHS based on Boolean algebra is used to compute minimal hitting sets of conflict sets. Comparing with other methods, the method based on Boolean algebra has several merits. First, the algorithm needn't pruning and wouldn't lose any minimal hitting set. Second, data structure is simple and easy to be implemented. At last, Boolean algebra formulas are easy to be computed.
Jiang presented several rules to deal with Boolean algebra formulas in [11] . Algorithm BHS(Π) [11] : Input: Boolean algebra formula Π, where each term is a conflict set. Output: Boolean algebra formula Γ(Π), where each term is a minimal hitting set.
Step 1:
Step 2:
If there is a term containing only one literal. Then goto step 3. Else goto step 4.
Step 3:
If ﹁L is a term in Π. Then extract the common factor L.
If all terms in Π containing ﹁L. Then return Γ(Π)=L. Else return Γ(Π)=L•BHS(Π 1 ).
Step 4:
Compute the number of every literal's occurrence. Let ﹁L be the literal with max occurrence number.
Step 5: Decompose the Boolean algebra formula with rule5. Return Γ(Π)=L•BHS(Π 1 )+BHS(Π 2 ). Conflict sets computed in algorithm BHS contain no negative literals. Therefore these rules presented above needn't to consider negative literals. When counting the models of a clause set, we must take both negative literals and positive literals into account. So, the rules mentioned above need to be revised.
Rule 1~4 have the same form whenever L is positive literal or negative literal. Thus, the four rules needn't to be revised. However, when we decompose a Boolean algebra formula with a variant L, clause sets are different from conflict sets. In a conflict set, there are two forms of conflicts. Some conflicts contain positive literal L, and others contain no literal L. But in a clause set, there are three forms of clauses. Some clauses contain positive literal L, some clauses contain negative literal ﹁L and others don't contain any form of literal L. As a result, the rule 5 is necessary to be revised. Extract common factor L from terms containing positive literal L. We denote the result with L•Π 1 . Extract common factor ﹁L from terms containing negative literal ﹁L. We denote the result with ﹁L•Π 2 . And denote terms containing no literal L or ﹁L with Π 3 . So,
rule4. After replacing rule 5 with rule 5*, we can compute the hitting sets of a clause set with Boolean algebra. While computing hitting sets, depth first strategy is adopted in order to save space. With rule 5*, a formula would be separated into three parts. Only one part of them is calculated first. So, only 2m short formulas need to be store, here m is the times rule 5* applied.
In this paper, we sorted the atoms by their occurrence number. The atom with largest occurrence number will be used to decompose the Boolean algebra formula first. So, the formula Π 1 +Π 3 will be as small as possible. The computation of the term will stop quickly by finding a hitting set or a pair of complementary literals. If a pair of complementary literals is found in one term, the term will lead to a hitting set containing a pair of complementary literals. It will be abandoned because it's not the right answer. That is to say, the adoption of sorting atoms by their occurrence number is helpful to improve the efficiency of the algorithm.
The whole algorithm MCBE is shown as follow: Algorithm MCBE(S): where function ER(LLSet) represents calculating the number of maximum terms extended from the clause set LLSet. The calculation is based on the formula 1 proposed by Lin.
Input: A clause set S. Output: The number of models NM.
Step 1: Transform the clause set S into the form of Boolean algebra formula Π S . NM←0.
Step 2: Delete terms containing a pair of complementary literals from Π S . Let the result be Π' S . If Π' S contains no term, then return NM←2 m . Here m is the number of atoms.
Step 3:
Build a term stack TStack, TStack←Π' S . Build a stack of linked lists HStack. Let LL s be a linked list recording literals used to decompose the formula. LL s ←null, HStack←LL s . And build a set of linked literal list LLSet. Each linked list in LLSet is a hitting set. LLSet←φ .
Step 4: If the stack TStack is not empty. Then get a formula Π from TStack and a linked literal list LL current from HStack. Else return NM←ER(LLSet).
Step 5: If Boolean algebra formula Π is composed of one term. Then LLSet←LL current .
Step 6: Compute the number of every literal's occurrence. Let L is the literal with max occurrence number.
Step 7:
Decompose the Boolean algebra formula with rule 5*. Γ(Π)=L•Γ(Π 1 +Π 3 )+﹁L•Γ(Π 2 +Π 3 )+Γ(Π 1 +Π 2 +Π 3 ).
Step Step 11: Goto step 4. THEOREM 5: The algorithm MCBE is correct and complete. Proof: From the correctness of BHS, it's easy to know, the algorithm MCBE won't miss any hitting set. All hitting sets are stored in the set LLSet. With theorem 3 and the correctness of formula 1, we could draw the conclusion, algorithm MCBE returns the right number of models.
Because the clause set S is finite, the number of atoms is limited. So, the number of decomposition will be not infinite. Therefore, terms in TStack are finite. As a result, algorithm MCBE stops at step 2 or 4. It's complete.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we measured and compared the time of CDP [13] , CER [14] and the algorithm MCBE running on same clause sets. All experiments were conducted on a Dell D620 PC with a 2 Ghz Core 2 Duo processor, 2 GBytes of memory, and running a WindowsXP.
All the clauses in these clause sets are randomly generated. For each number of clauses, 50 clause sets were generated and algorithm CDP, CER and MCBE were run on each of these sets. Then the average of the 50 numbers was recorded as the data on one point in these figures.
The efficiency of algorithm MCBE is affected by the length of clauses, the number of variables and the number of clauses. In figure 1 , time consumed by MCBE under short clause length is compared with CDP and CER. The length of clause is 3. In figure 1(a) , the number of variables is 20. Both the time consumed by CDP and MCBE grow with the clause number. The growth of MCBE is slower then CDP unless the clause number is very small. When the clause number is small, the numbers of hitting sets are usually huge. Therefore, counting models with extension rules in MCBE would consume much time. If the clause number is large enough, MCBE would cost much less time. In figure 1(b) , the variable number is 8. CER is a special algorithm. When clause length is big, the complementary factory is usually big. So, the algorithm CER is more efficiency under big clause length than under small clause length. Since the clause length is 3, very small, the time cosumed by CER grow very fast. On the countary, MCBE costed much less time if the clause number is big enough.
In figure 2 , the clause length is 8 and the variable number is 8 too. As can be seen in figure 2 , compare with algorithm CDP, the advantage of MCBE is not obvious as shown in figure 1(a) . But the growth of time comsumed by MCBE is still slower than CDP. And the advantage of MCBE is still obvious when compare with CER. Under same variable number and clause number, the number of hitting sets is less when clause is short than when clause is long. Therefore, the algorithm MCBE is more efficiency if clauses are short as shown in figure 3 . The variable number is 10 and the clause number is 3000 in figure 3 . We could see that time consumed more if clause length is longer. Thus, the algorithm MCBE is more appropriate to clause set with short clause. In table 1, the first column is the variable number of clause sets, the first row is the clause number of clause sets, and other numbers are the time cost by the algorithm MCBE . The whole trend of the time cost by the algorithm MCBE is growing with the increase of clause number and variable number. If the clause number is not enough much to the variable number, the time would be huge.
Conclusion
As mentioned above, algorithm MCBE proposed in this paper is a method based on Boolean algebra and extension rule. First, uses Boolean algebra to calculate all hitting sets of a clause set. Then, the algorithm counts models with these hitting sets using extension rule. Because number of hitting sets wouldn't be too much when clause number is large, MCBE is more efficient than CER and CDP. It overcomes well the shortcoming of CER and CDP when clause number is big.
Test results show that MCBE is appropriate for clause sets with short clause and large clause number. However, when clause number is not big enough, MCBE would consume too much more time than CER and CDP. And algorithm CDP is more suitable here. So, it is reasonable to make a decision between CDP and MCBE depending on the clause number.
